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PASADENA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 
ATHLETIC MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK 

 
 

The information in this handbook has been prepared to assist coaches with 
the regulations concerning the operation of the athletic program for the 
Pasadena Independent School District. 
 
Each coach is responsible for a thorough knowledge of this material, the 
current rules as set forth in the “Constitution and Rules of the University 
Interscholastic League” bulletin and any rules and regulations of the 
Pasadena Independent School District. 
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Pasadena ISD Athletic Department 

 

 
MISSION STATEMENT 

 
It is the mission of PISD Athletics to promote and provide opportunities for each 
student athlete to develop into a productive citizen through work ethic, discipline 
and competition. We will create an environment that fosters humility, character, 

sportsmanship, and making positive life choices in a culture that breeds a 
commitment to excellence 

 

PHILOSOPHY 
 

We, as coaches, have one of the most important professions in the world!  I say 
this because so many lives are being molded while under our leadership.  We 
must take it upon ourselves to lead these students in such a way that the 
setbacks they will encounter during their lifetime will not hinder their success.  
Through the development of a sound philosophy, the individual and the program 
will benefit greatly. 
 
To achieve success, an athletic director must live a philosophy to the fullest.  The 
success of an athletic director depends upon the quality of the coaches.  Each 
coach must believe totally in the athletic director’s philosophy.  I firmly believe 
there is a big difference between “willing” and “wanting” to take the steps 
necessary to be a winner.  If a coach is not willing, then they should not be 
coaching.  I want all coaches to be loyal to the district and loyal to each other.   
 
All of you will have specific responsibilities.  It is up to you individually to make 
sure you complete those things assigned.  Do anything and everything that will 
help you to grow more efficient.  I expect you to adopt this philosophy and follow 
it to the utmost of your ability.  This does not mean you must be a “yes man”.  It 
simply means we must all be working toward the same goal and share the steps 
necessary to reach it. 
 
Individuals have the power within themselves to be successful, so why be a 
failure?  If this attitude is taken by the athletic director and is transmitted to the 
coaches, success will be achieved.  Two opposite thoughts cannot occupy one’s 
mind at the same time; therefore, the athletic staff must choose the best and 
most successful method and sell the participants their philosophy. 
 
Success will not come easy, but through your determination and hard work, our 
goals will be reached. 
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THE VALUE OF ATHLETICS 
 

Through participation in PISD athletic programs, the student athlete will build life-
long skills better preparing them to succeed in a competitive society. Each coach 
will be responsible for providing an environment in which the following 
characteristics are instilled: 
 

 setting goals with sequential steps to obtain goals 

 

 stressing self-discipline and sacrifice for a common goal 

 

 building communication skills with peers and those in authority 

 

 dealing with adversity in a positive manner 

 

 setting high standards by which to live and work 

 

 developing confident, independent thinkers promoting sportsmanship, fair 

play, and good citizenship 
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Code of Ethics 
 

1. Exemplify the highest character, behavior and leadership. 
2. Respect the integrity and personality of the individual athlete. 
3. Abide by the rules of the game in letter and spirit. 
4. Respect the integrity and judgment of sports officials. 
5. Demonstrate a mastery of and continuing interest in coaching. 
6. Encourage a respect for all athletics and their values. 
7. Display modesty in victory and graciousness in defeat. 
8. Promote ethical relationships among coaches. 
9. Fulfill responsibilities to provide health services and an environment 

free of safety hazards. 
10. Encourage the highest standards of conduct and scholastic 

achievement among all athletes. 
11. Seek to train good health habits, including the establishment of 

sound training rules. 
12. Strive to develop in each athlete the qualities of leadership, 

initiative and good judgment. 
 

 
EXPECTATIONS 

One of the greatest attributes a coach can possess is that of high expectations, 
not only for oneself, but also for all student athletes for whom each coach is 
responsible. Research is conclusive that in an environment rich with high 
expectations, students are capable of achieving greater accomplishments than 
thought possible. 
 
With this in mind, PISD will recruit and hire top caliber coaches with the overall 
focus being that of the student athlete while promoting the following: 
 

 building character and self esteem in student athletes 

 demanding enthusiastic, aggressive, and inspired play 

 encouraging participation in more than one sport 

 stressing the importance of excellence in the classroom as well as athletic 

arena 

 demonstrating a high level of competence in the knowledge and teaching 

of all sports hired to coach 

 instilling an overall camaraderie among other coaches and loyalty to PISD 

 promoting all PISD activities 

 developing irreproachable rapport among teachers, administrators, 

parents, media, and community supporters 

 establishing and maintain effective communication practices with parents 

 exhibiting a professional appearance and impeccable conduct 
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STANDARDS OF CONDUCT OF COACHES 
 

All coaches on the staff are expected to follow these standards: 
 

1. Be enthusiastic at all times. 
2. Be dedicated and loyal to each other and the Pasadena Independent 

School District. 
3. Set good examples for the athletes and the community 365 days a 

year. 
4. Work as long as necessary. 
5. Avoid “shop talk” with people outside our coaching family. 
6. Have the appearance of a coach that the students can follow and 

respect. 
7. Be willing to help the athletes with any problem. 
8. Be sincere in all that you do. 
9. All athletes in this program will follow guidelines of the athletic 

program.  It is the responsibility of each coach to make sure they are 
followed. 

10. Do not correct another coach on the field or interrupt while he is 
explaining something.  If he is wrong, it will be discussed later in a staff 
meeting. 

11. No profanity will be used in the presence of our athletes on or off the 
field. 

12. Never drink or talk about drinking around athletes. 
13. No dipping or chewing on campus or in the coach’s office. 
14. No smoking around the athletes or on Pasadena ISD property. 
15. Gambling or betting of any form will not be tolerated in the athletic 

program. 
16. Tattoos must be covered when on campus or with an athletic team. 
17. Coaches must dress professionally for games.  No jeans, flip flops, 

sweats, etc. are allowed. 
 

Dress Code – Coaches are expected to follow the dress code set forth by PISD 
 

 Classroom – professional attire as stated in the PISD Handbook; No blue 

jeans except on days specified by the Principal 

 Practice – school colors and appropriate dress and shoes for practice 

 Competition (games & tournaments) – Professional dress. Example: 

coaches in slacks and collared shirt (school colors) 

 No jeans, t-shirts, or flip-flops are allowed  

 In team events where special colors are utilized (i.e. cancer awareness, 

etc.) the Athletic Director must approve 
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INTERNAL CONTROL 
 

Loyalty is expected from each member of the coaching staff.  Disloyalty, 

bickering, and jealousy among staff members will not help us in our jobs of 

developing young people through our program.  Any misunderstanding should 

be discussed in privacy.  If it cannot be resolved between the parties involved, 

it should be discussed with the Athletic Campus Coordinator and if necessary, 

the Athletic Director.  Coaches will not carry their gripes with the department 

to other faculty members or to people in the Pasadena community.  If 

problems are still not resolved, a conference involving the respective building 

principal, Athletic Director and the concerned parties will be held.  A meeting 

involving the assistant superintendent and then the superintendent will be 

called as a final step; not the first step.  
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RELATIONSHIP WITH FACULTY 

 

A coach… 
 

1. Should encourage the players in their studies, and stress 
cooperation with their teachers. 

 
2. Maintain a close relationship with the teachers in their school by 

showing friendliness, interest, cooperation, and sincerity. 
 

3. Do all possible in order to keep athletes and teachers on a 
congenial basis.  (Influence on good discipline among athletes can 
be great, even when the athlete is not under the coach’s direct 
supervision). 

 
4. Confer with the teacher on scholastic problems, discipline and 

eligibility.  Eligibility status of boys or girls under a coach’s 
jurisdiction is the coach’s personal responsibility. 
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PARTICIPATION OF STUDENTS IN DIFFERENT SPORTS 
 

Realizing that the coach of each sport is primarily interested in that sport and 
anxious to get all the participation they can, we must practice the following policy 
in order to promote maximum participation in all sports. 
 

1. Every athlete must be allowed to participate in any sport that they desire. 
 

2. Coaches should not influence an athlete to give up one sport in order to 
participate in another sport alone.  This choice must be the athlete’s 
decision. 

 
3. Athletes should not be allowed to quit one sport while in season and take 

up another, without the consent of both coaches involved. 
 

4. It is not advisable to reduce the squad members, with the possible 
exception of varsity level.  It is preferred that the athletes be allowed to 
“come out” and stay as long as they desire.  This, of course, does not 
apply to disciplinary cases. 

 
5. Encourage athletes, who have the ability, to play all sports. 
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PASADENA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 
 JOB DESCRIPTIONS 

  
High School Athletic Campus Coordinator 
 
Role 
The High School Athletic Campus Coordinator is responsible for overseeing the 
implementation of the District’s athletic programs and philosophies, as well as for 
the coordinating the program in the high school with the feeder intermediate 
schools. 
 
Duties 
Reporting directly to the building principal, the High School Athletic Campus 
performs the following duties: 
 

I. Implements the athletic programs for the high schools 
A. Works with the high school principals in the recruitment, 

selection and scheduling of coaches 
B. Works with the coaching staff to implement the skills, strategies, 

rules and game plans for each sport 
C. Works with the coaching staff to ensure adherence to UIL and 

district regulations, rules, policies, and procedures 
D. Works with the coaching staff to promote team, appreciation of 

physical health, competition and good sportsmanship 
E. Works with the coaching staff to assure conduct that exemplifies 

respect for the individual and appreciation for teamwork 
F. Works with the coaching staff to provide proper supervision of 

team members during all practices, games, travel and related 
athletic events 

 
II. Coordinates the care and use of the athletic facilities 

A. Coordinates with the Director of Athletics and works with the 
coaching staff to provide access to the facilities for practices 
and games 

B. Works with building staff in coordinating the use of athletic 
facilities in preparing the school calendar 

C. Ensures that all campus courts, track and fields are in proper 
condition for athletic events 

D. Ensures that athletic training facilities are clean and in good 
repair 

E. Supervises or designates someone to supervise the athletic 
facility whenever it is in use 

F. Arranges sharing of space and facilities among sports within the 
constraints of school schedules 

G. Encourages an appreciation of and a concern for the care of 
district facilities through work with the coaching staff and team 
members 
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H. Submits requests for repair to the Director of Athletics and minor 
repairs to operations and maintenance 

 
III. Coordinates the maintenance and distribution of equipment and 

uniforms 
A. Provides a method of maintaining an inventory of equipment 

and uniforms 
B. Organizes a system of cleaning and storing equipment 
C. Organizes a system of cleaning uniforms 

 
IV. Develops budget for programs 

A. Submits budget requests to the athletic director based on 
requests received from head coaches 

 
V. Organizes the administration of program 

A. Maintains current accurate squad reports and rosters and files 
them with the head trainer 

B. Assures that game reports and injury reports are sent to UIL as 
required 

C. Orients new coaches 
D. Assures that coaches are obtaining CDL to drive team buses 
E. Assures that all coaches are complete on their annual UIL 

Rules Compliance Program (RCP) prescribed by the UIL, 
CPR/First Aid, 2 hour concussion requirement.  First year 
coaches must complete the National Federation of State 
High School Associations Fundamentals of Coaching 
Course prior to participation as a coach for any UIL 
member school 

 
VI. Assists the principal and director of athletics in evaluation of high 

school coaches in their coaching responsibilities 
 

VII. Provides supervision of all home athletic events 
A. Schedules the facility and personnel for all campus athletic 

events 
B. Checks public address system, field phones, and scoreboard 
C. Arranges dressing space and hospitality for officials, coaches 

and visiting teams 
D. Arranges chain crews for sub-varsity football games 

 
VIII. Works closely with the Athletic Booster Club 

A. Attends all meetings 
B. Informs club of University of Interscholastic League rules, 

especially in the area of gifts and awards 
 

IX. Works with the coaching staff to develop good community relations 
through the example they set through appearance at appropriate 
events 
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X. Complies with the position description of the classroom teacher 

 
XI. Performs other duties as assigned by the Principal and Director of 

Athletics 
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Campus Athletic Trainer 
 
Role 
The Campus Athletic Trainer is responsible for the recognition, care, 
prevention and rehabilitation of athletic injuries and illnesses of members 
of all district athletic teams. 
 
Duties 
Reporting directly to the building Principal, Campus Athletic Coordinator, 
Director of Athletics, District Athletic Trainer, the Head Athletic Trainer 
performs the following duties 
 

I. Administers emergency care to the injured 
A. Attends home and away varsity football games 
B. Attends all sports events at all district facilities as assigned by 

the District Athletic Trainer 
C. Administers emergency care to athletes, including visiting team 

members, as well as to sports fans attending the games 
D. Coordinates on-the-spot emergency care procedures and 

transportation of injured athletes if needed 
E. Coordinates information among coaches, parents and 

physicians if needed 
 

II. Maintains a well-supplied co-ed training room facility 
A. Establishes procedures for training room 
B. Maintains an orderly and sanitary training room at all times 
C. Verifies that the training room is functioning efficiently and safely 
D. Selects orders and maintains all athletic training supplies and 

equipment 
E. Provides and maintains a well-stocked medical kit for each 

athletic team 
 

III. Provides follow-up care and communication for injured/ill athletes 
A. Acts as a liaison among the athletes, the parents, coaches and 

the physicians involved 
B. Follows prescribed treatment of the school or family physician 

for injured athletes 
C. Plans rehabilitative exercise programs for injured athletes in 

cooperation with physicians 
D. Advises a coach regarding status of injured athletes and 

recovery progress 
E. Works with coaches to develop strength and conditioning 

programs to decrease changes of injury 
 

IV. Provides preventive care and instruction 
A. Administers taping, wrapping, padding, bandaging, bracing, 

splinting, and daily wound care of athletes 
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B. Counsels athletes regarding general principals of diet, exercise, 
and rest 

C. Works with athletes seeking counsel for their physical or mental 
well-being 

 
V. Assists with administrative duties of the athletic program 

A. Contacts parents to advise of needed attention prior to medical 
treatment when a problem exceeds the trainer’s expertise 

B. Aids the equipment manager or coach in the selection and fit of 
protective equipment based on research-designed safety 
features 

C. Completes injury reports for athletes who incur illness/injuries 
requiring medical referral 

D. Maintains daily records of all athletes receiving care in the 
training room 

E. Organizes and assists with administration of physicians for 
district athletes 

F. Collects and organizes all district required paperwork for 
athletes participating in sports 

G. Submits a comprehensive list of all athletes participating in each 
sport for insurance purposes and U.I.L. Steroid testing 

H. Participates in program activities of the athletic teams 
 

VI. Selects and educates male and female student trainers 
A. Instructs student trainers in the use of training room equipment 
B. Instructs student trainers in the areas of first aid and rehab 

protocol 
C. Supervises student trainers, performing duties in the training 

room, as well as during practices and games 
 

VII. Maintains professional attitude and behavior 
A. Demonstrates appropriate standards of citizenship, 

sportsmanship and respect for healthful living 
B. Remains current in the area of sports medicine by attending 

local, state, and national conferences 
C. Serves as a resource person for questions regarding sports 

medicine 
D. Promotes community understanding through communication 

with parents, concern for athletes and interests in sports 
program 

 
VIII. Complies with the position description of the classroom teacher 

 
IX. Performs other duties as assigned by the building Principal, 

Director of Athletics, and District Athletic Trainer 
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High School Head Football Coach 
 

A. Responsible for requisition of football equipment 
B. Responsible for preparing inventories of all football equipment 
C. Responsible for preparing football schedule 
D. Responsible for athletes’ physical examinations, birth certificates, rule 

acknowledgements, parents permission, insurance roster and 
maintaining file in coach’s office 

E. Responsible for checking athletes’ grades and eligibility of players 
F. Responsible for organizing and coordinating sub-varsity practices and 

meets 
G. Responsible for making transportation arrangements by sending in bus 

requests for games 
H. Responsible for making sure game site is ready for play 
I. Responsible for official’s paper work which contains their names, 

addresses, and social security numbers on correct payment athletic 
forms and returned the day after the game 

J. Responsible for organizing the high school program and coordinating 
with the intermediate programs 

K. Responsible for the conduct and appearance of athletes when 
traveling and representing the school 

L. Responsible for the maintenance and upkeep of the football field and 
practice field equipment 

M. Responsible for organizing and supervising all off-season football 
programs 

N. Responsible for coaching assignments at high school level in football 
and their secondary sport responsibility 

O. Responsible for making out weekly game reports 
P. Responsible for attending coaching school and clinics; attending all 

district and regional meetings 
Q. Responsible for holding personnel meetings when necessary 
R. Responsible for keeping in touch with news media for pictures and 

information to publicize team 
S. Responsible for speaking at clubs and organizations 
T. Responsible for planning the annual football banquet and securing 

someone to speak 
U. Responsible for assigning duties to all high school coaches for home 

basketball games 
V. Responsible for keeping records on all lettermen and assisting in 

placing players in colleges 
W. Responsible for speaking to intermediate school players prior to spring 

training to encourage them to continue their athletics in high school 
X. Responsible for organizing spring football training 
Y. All subordinate football coaches are to adhere as closely as possible to 

the offensive and defensive procedures advocated by the head football 
coach.  This also applies to the intermediate schools that feed the high 
school and their coaches. 
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High School Head Coach 
(Some may not be applicable to your specific sport.) 
 

A. Responsible for requisition of equipment 
B. Responsible for preparing inventories of athletic equipment 
C. Responsible for preparing schedule 
D. Responsible for athletes’ physical examinations, birth certificates, 

rule acknowledgements, parent permissions, insurance roster and 
maintaining file in coach’s office 

E. Responsible for checking athletes’ grades and eligibility of players 
F. Responsible for organizing and coordinating sub-varsity practices 

and meets 
G. Responsible for making transportation arrangements by sending in 

bus requests for games 
H. Responsible for making sure game site is ready for play 
I. Responsible for official’s paper work which contains their names, 

addresses, and social security numbers on correct payment athletic 
forms and returned the day after the game 

J. Responsible for organizing the high school program and coordinating 
with the intermediate programs 

K. Responsible for the conduct and appearance of athletes when 
traveling and representing the school 

L. Responsible for the maintenance and upkeep of your competition 
area and equipment 

M. Responsible for organizing and supervising all off-season programs. 
N. Responsible for attending coaching school and clinics; attending all 

district and regional meetings 
O. Responsible for securing ticket sellers, scorekeeper, and clock 

operator for all home games and turning in their names, addresses, 
and social security numbers on correct payment athletic forms and 
returned the day after the game, along with gate receipts and game 
report 

P. The head coach must adhere to the U.I.L. policies on starting dates, 
number of tournaments, and number of games or scrimmages the 
team will play 

Q. Perform other duties as assigned by the building Principal, Director of 
Athletics, and Athletic Campus Coordinator 
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Intermediate Campus Coordinator 
 

A. The coordinator is in charge of all athletic programs at their 
respective school. 

B. Responsible for requisitioning of athletic equipment 
C. Responsible for upkeep and inventory of all equipment, and office 

and building equipment 
D. Responsible for coordinating with high school program 
E. Responsible for the discipline and conduct of athletes 
F. Make out injury reports to be sent to the District Athletic Trainer and 

see that proper care is give to all injuries. 
G. It is the responsibility of the coordinators to see that all athletes have 

the proper equipment and it is worn properly. 
H. Responsible for securing ticket sellers, scorekeeper, and clock 

operator for all home games and turning in their names, addresses, 
and social security numbers on correct payment athletic forms and 
returned the day after the game, along with gate receipts and game 
report 

I. Head an in-season and off-season weightlifting program for all 
athletes 

J. Responsible for maintenance of the intermediate school athletic 
facilities 

K. Responsible for making sure that coaches are obtaining CDL to drive 
teams 

L. Assure that all coaches are complete on their annual UIL Rules 
Compliance Program (RCP) prescribed by the UIL, CPR/First 
Aid, 2 hour concussion requirement.  First year coaches must 
complete the National Federation of State High School 
Associations Fundamentals of Coaching Course prior to 
participation as a coach for any UIL member school. 

M. Perform other duties as assigned by the Principal or Athletic Director 
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Intermediate Head Coach 
(Some may not be applicable to your specific sport.) 
 

A. Responsible for requisitioning of athletic equipment 
B. Responsible for inventory of all athletic equipment 
C. Responsible for following the athletic schedule provided by the 

athletic director 
D. Responsible for supplying forms for physical examination and all 

other necessary paperwork that is needed to participate in athletics 
E. Responsible for checking eligibility of players 
F. Responsible for coordinating 7th and 8th grade program and 

coordinating with the high school program 
G. Responsible for seeing that game site is ready for play 
H. Responsible for securing ticket sellers, scorekeeper, and clock 

operator for all home games and turning in their names, addresses, 
and social security numbers on correct payment athletic forms and 
returned the day after the game, along with gate receipts and game 
report 

I. Obtain CDL to drive buses for teams 
J. Perform other duties as assigned by the campus Principal or Athletic 

Director. 
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RESPONSIBILITIES AND DUTIES OF THE ATHLETIC 
STAFF 

 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR 
The athletic director has the responsibility of organizing, implementing, and 
supervising the athletic program in Pasadena ISD.  The director shall work with 
the administration in developing an athletic program for the entire school district.  
The director will assist the administration in any matters pertaining to athletics, 
supervise all scheduling, be directly responsible for all budgets, inventory, 
purchasing, supervise maintenance personnel involved in the athletic plan, and 
secure workers at all athletic events.  The director will be directly in charge of all 
coaches within the district and must develop rapport with staff members. 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE CAMPUS ATHLETIC COORDINATOR 
The high school athletic campus coordinator is responsible for overseeing the 
implementation of the district’s athletic programs and philosophies, as well as for 
coordinating the program in the high school with the intermediate schools.  The 
athletic campus coordinator will also assume the responsibilities of the head 
football coach. 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE HIGH SCHOOL HEAD COACH 
The head coach should be fully cognizant of the qualifications, capabilities, and 
special interests of each member of the staff and should delegate specific 
assignments to each with proper authority to carry them out.  In staff meetings, 
all assistants should be provided the opportunity to express their views upon the 
conduct of the program; however, the responsibilities for the final decisions rest 
with the head coach.  The head coach should support assistants, give them 
proper credit, encourage their growth and initiative, and should promote their 
advancement within the profession, recommending them to better positions as 
opportunities occur.  Differences of philosophy should be resolved in a private 
setting. 
 
The head coach will be in charge of equipment inventory, care and requisition of 
such, development of schedules, selection of officials, care of specified facilities, 
determination of athletic eligibility, and development of communication channels 
with the administration. 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE HIGH SCHOOL ASSISTANT COACH 
Assistant coaches in Pasadena ISD will serve as teachers and coaches.  They 
must not only satisfy the requirements established by the athletic director, but 
also satisfy the needs of the building principal.  Staff members are required to 
attend staff meetings, assist in the administration of athletic policies, and engage 
in activities so designated by the head coach/athletic director.  All staff members 
will be assigned pre-workout and post-workout duties and will be available for 
extracurricular services. 
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RESPONSIBLITIES OF THE CAMPUS ATHLETIC TRAINER 
The athletic trainer will be responsible for the organization, administration, and 
treatment of athletic injuries with Pasadena ISD.  The trainer will have the power 
to refer injured athletes to doctors and physicians for specialized treatment.  The 
athletic trainer will also be responsible for the collection and documentation of 
district athletic paperwork. 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE INTERMEDIATE ATHLETIC COORDINATOR 
The intermediate athletic coordinator will be responsible for the assistant 
coaches of that school.  He/She will be responsible to the campus principal and 
athletic director.  It is his/her duty to administer all directives by the athletic 
director and to keep all intermediate school assistants informed as to their duties 
and responsibilities. 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE INTERMEDIATE ASSISTANT COACH 
Assistant coaches in Pasadena ISD will serve as teachers and coaches.  They 
must not only satisfy the requirements established by the athletic director, but 
also satisfy the needs of the building principal.  Staff members are required to 
attend staff meetings, assist in the administration of athletic policies, and engage 
in activities so designated by the head coach/athletic director.  All staff members 
will be assigned pre-workout and post-workout duties and will be available for 
extracurricular services. 
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RESPONSIBILITIES AND DUTIES OF HEAD COACHES 
OF ALL SPORTS 

 
As a head coach, it is your responsibility to be aware of and take care of the 
following areas: 

A. All head coaches shall acquaint themselves with the rules of the 
University Interscholastic League (UIL) governing their particular sport 
and shall make certain that all athletes participating in their particular 
sports are eligible to compete according to these rules and regulations.  
All head coaches shall provide eligibility lists of all athletes to be used in 
their particular sports to the respective designee of your school.  After 
review, the designee will send to the UIL in Austin. 

B. Physicals/birth certificates – No athlete is to be participating in 
athletics without all paperwork turned into the trainers’ office.  Each 
athlete will have a physical exam each year prior to the start of the 
season. 

C. Rules Acknowledgement Form/UIL Steroid Form/Concussion/ECG– This 
form must be signed by the athlete and parents and be on file with the 
trainer.  (This is part of the Pasadena ISD physical form.) 

D. Insurance information – Athletes/Parents must complete this information 
and return to the athletic trainer.  All information will be carried with the 
coach to all out of town events. 

E. Eligibility Status – To begin the fall semester, athletes must meet the 
following criteria. (Coaches should review yearly the UIL handbook 
changes.) 

1. Beginning of the 7th grade year – has been promoted from the 
6th grade to the 7th grade 

2. Beginning of the 8th grade year – has been promoted from the 
7th grade to the 8th grade 

3. Beginning of the 9th grade year – has been promoted from the 
8th grade to the 9th grade 

4. Beginning of the 10th grade year – has at least five (5) credits 
towards graduation 

5. Beginning of the 11th grade year – has at least ten (10) credits 
towards graduation 

6. Beginning of the 12th grade year – has at least fifteen (15) 
credits towards graduation 

7. Has obtained five (5) credits in the last school year (including 
summer school) 

 
F. 8 Hour Rule – You are required to stay within the eight-hour limit Monday 

– Thursday.   
G. Schedules – Will be setup by the head coach, any changes require 

notification to the athletic office. 
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H. Bus Request – Request must be made to transportation and Randy 

Dugas.  Please communicate any changes or cancellations to the 
transportation department as soon as possible.  Clear communication with 
transportation is necessary for tournaments and rainouts of events. 

I. Return of Buses – All buses are to be returned clean after every trip and 
the trip ticket filled out correctly so that the coach can be paid. 

J. Previous Athletic Participation Form (P.A.P.F.) – If an athlete 
participated in either sub-varsity or varsity in the 9th – 12th grades 
the current year or previous school year at another school, this form 
must be competed and be approved by the District Executive Committee 
before they are eligible to participate at the varsity level.  The campus 
coordinator will sign all P.A.P.F. forms before sending to the D.E.C.  
Coaches must immediately return the P.A.P.F. back to the school that it 
was sent from.  This form must be processed in a timely manner. 

K. Reimbursements – No reimbursements will be made without a receipt (s).  
DEADLINE FOR REIMBURSEMENTS FOR CLINICS, COACHING 
SCHOOLS ETC., WILL BE 2 WEEKS FROM THE LAST DAY OF THE 
CLINIC.   

L. ANY OUT OF STATE CLINICS/WORKSHOPS MUST RECEIVE PRIOR 
APPROVAL FROM THE CABINET.  FAILURE TO DO SO WILL 
RESULT IN NOT BEING REIMBURSED FOR EXPENSES BY THE 
SCHOOL DISTRICT. 

M. Checking with opponents - It is the head coach’s responsibility to check 
with your opponent before game day to verify time/location/jersey color, 
etc. 

N. Responsible for securing ticket sellers, scorekeeper, and clock operator 
for all home games and turning in their names, addresses, and social 
security numbers on correct payment athletic forms and returned the day 
after the game, along with gate receipts and game report 

O. Locking of Door/Gates - As a paid coach in this district, you have an 
obligation to protect our facilities.  If you are the last one to leave a facility, 
you are required to lock all doors and gates.  This includes storage areas. 

P. Field Usage – All field usage must go through the campus coordinator. 
Q. Scoreboard Check – It is the responsibility of each head coach to check 

out scoreboards before your season begins.  Request for repairs will be 
sent to the Assistant Athletic Director. 

R. Inventory Control – Head coaches are responsible for inventory of their 
sport.  Equipment not returned must be paid for by the athlete. 

S. Equipment Check – It is the head coach’s responsibility to make sure all 
equipment is safe before distributing it to the athletes. 

T. Responsible for compiling game statistics and reporting them to the district 
statistician and newspapers 

U. The head coach is responsible for the public relations of the program, 
through their school, school district, and local newspaper(s). 

V. No coach should leave athletes unsupervised after returning back from an 
athletic event while they are waiting on parents to pick them up. 
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W. ALL TRIPS OVER 100 MILES ONE WAY MUST RECEIVE ATHLETIC 
DIRECTOR APPROVAL, EXCLUDING THOSE TRIPS FOR UIL 
PLAYOFF GAMES AND THOSE TRIPS FULLY FUNDED BY THE 
BOOSTER CLUB. 

X. THE FIRST MONDAY OF MAY WILL BE THE LAST DAY TO SUBMIT 
PURCHASE REQUEST FOR EQUIPMENT FOR THE UPCOMING 
SCHOOL YEAR. 
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COACHES’ EVALUATIONS 
 

PURPOSE OF THE EVALUATION 
1. To afford the opportunity to identify, recognize, and praise quality 

coaching and instruction 
2. To provide an opportunity to identify potential leadership within the system 
3. To create a climate to achieve individual improvement through common 

goals and objectives 
4. To provide information necessary to make an objective assessment of the 

performance of a coach 
5. To identify those factors which interfere with a coach’s overall contribution 

to the athletic program 
6. To assume that quality coaching is a responsibility shared by the entire 

coaching staff and the athletic director 
 
PROCEDURE 

1. The athletic director will evaluate the campus coordinator. 
2. The campus coordinator will evaluate their head coaches. 
3. The head coaches will evaluate their assistant coaches. 
4. A conference will be held to review the written evaluation.  If a growth plan 

is needed, one will be written. 
5. A coach may write a rebuttal to the evaluation. 
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PASADENA ISD LOCAL ATHLETIC POLICIES 
 

RANK ONE 
It is the responsibility of the head coach to make sure that all rosters are updated 
on a monthly basis in Rank One to ensure the accuracy of the U.I.L. Steroid 
Report. 
 
ATHLETE EJECTION 
Any athlete that is ejected from an athletic event at any level will be evaluated on 
a case by case to determine if a one (1) game suspension is warranted. 
 
The head coach is responsible for informing the athletic department when 
an athlete is ejected from a ball game.  If a coach plays an athlete who is 
supposed to be suspended, it will result in the coach being suspended 
from the next contest as well as the athlete. 
 
COACH’S EJECTION 
 Any coach that is ejected from a ball game must adhere to the U.I.L. Policy 
regarding a coach’s ejection.  They are as follows: 
 
Section 1208: ATHLETIC REGULATIONS 

(j) MINIMUM PENALTY FOR MISCONDUCT. 
(k) Automatic Minimum Penalty.  Any coach who is ejected from a 

contest for unsportsmanlike conduct, or any football coach who 
is given two or more 15 yard unsportsmanlike penalties during a 
contest MAY ACCEPT AN AUTOMATIC PENALTY FOR THEIR 
EJECTION OR APPEAL THE EJECTION.  A COACH WHO 
APPEALS THEIR EJECTION is required to appear before the 
State Executive Committee.  If the COACH ACCEPTS THEIR 
AUTOMATIC PENALTY OR THEIR ejection is overturned ON 
APPEAL, the coach will be subject to: 

A. an automatic penalty of public reprimand (name will be 
published once in the Leaguer) and one year’s probation 
in the applicable sport; and 

B. COMPLETING an additional UIL RULES COMPLIANCE 
PROGRAM and  

C. completing the National Federation of State High School 
Associations TEACHING AND MODELING BEHAVIOR 
Course. 

(2)            Automatic Greater Penalty.  If a coach so penalized has         
no proof of having COMPLETED THE UIL RULES 
COMPLIANCE PROGRAM prior to the sports season, that 
coach shall be also automatically suspended from the next 
game/contest.  

(3) Subsequent Violations.  Any further ejection or accumulation of 
two 15 yard unsportsmanlike penalties during a football game, 
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while on probation, will require the coach to appear before the 
State Executive Committee for consideration of penalty. 

(4) Notification.  Schools must notify the UIL within three school 
days if a coach has been ejected from a game or received two 
15 yard unsportsmanlike penalties. 

 
Any coach who is ejected from ball game must immediately notify the 
athletic coordinator of the ejection, and the athletic coordinator 
immediately notifies the athletic director. 
 
In addition to the UIL penalty requirements, a coach ejected from a ball 
game will be suspended from the next game/contest. 
 
 
PLAYOFFS 
The athletic department will be heavily involved in the process of setting up 
playoff games for teams in the district.  You will be contacted to find out the 
specifics of where you would like to play, etc., and the athletic department will 
look into securing sites, times, etc. 
 
HOSTING PLAYOFF GAMES 
The procedure when contacted to host a playoff game is to forward them on to 
the athletic department to secure possible sites. 
 
CONCESSION STAND 
Pasadena ISD has an exclusive contract with an outside vendor; therefore, we 
are not allowed under contract to let anybody run a concession stand at any 
Central District Athletic Facilities. 
 
LETTERING POLICIES 
Awards and lettering policies are to be approved by the campus athletic 
coordinator and principal prior to being given to student athletes, trainers and 
managers.  Any changes that are made from year to year will need to be 
resubmitted for approval. 
 
Awards and lettering policies must be communicated annually to every player, 
manager and trainer prior to the start of the season. 
 
FACILITY USAGE 
Any coach, who would like to use the District Athletic Facilities (Veterans 
Stadium, Auxiliary Stadium, Maguire Baseball Field, and the Sports Complex) for 
practices, games, events, etc., must receive prior approval from the athletic 
office.  Events being held at these facilities may require a fee per District Policies.   
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ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS FOR HIGH SCHOOLS 
& INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS REGARDING SPORTS 

 
 

PAYMENT OF BILLS 
No purchase shall be made by anyone representing the school district until 
a Purchase Order has been properly executed.  The proper procedure is this: 
 

1. Head coach will fill out a requisition for equipment or supplies using the 
approved vendors and forward to Betty Ashmore, athletic secretary. 

2. The athletic secretary will enter the requisition.  The Athletic Director will 
approve the requisition and route to the purchasing agent for purchase 
order and processing. 

3. The head coach will contact Betty Ashmore, athletic secretary, as soon as 
the coach receives the order so that the vendor will be paid in a timely 
manner. 

 
Records for each budget are kept in the athletic director’s office.  It is also the 
responsibility of each head coach to keep a record of their expenditures 
and not to exceed their budget. 
 
THE FIRST MONDAY OF MAY WILL BE THE LAST DAY TO SUBMIT 
PURCHASE REQUESTS FOR EQUIPMENT FOR THE UPCOMING SCHOOL 
YEAR. 
 
ABSOLUTELY NO FALL BILLING! 
 
INVENTORY 
A complete inventory of all athletic equipment must be turned in to the athletic 
campus coordinator at the end of each athletic season or no later than two (2) 
weeks after the final game.  This inventory must be kept up to date at all times. 
 
REPORTING FOR FALL TERM 
Coaches that are paid to report back to work prior to the beginning of the fall term 
are expected to be on duty for a full day period for each of their contracted days.  
If they are unable to report to work, they will be docked for days not present. 
 
INSURANCE 
The Pasadena Independent School District carries a $0 deductible policy on all 
athletes, managers, and student trainers.  This is a secondary policy and covers 
the amount that the athlete’s parent’s policy will not cover.  If the parent has no 
insurance, then this policy becomes primary.  There are limitations to the amount 
of coverage in various areas, so questions about coverage should be referred to 
the District Athletic Trainer. 
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PASADENA ISD ATHLETIC SUMMER CAMP/STRENGTH AND 

CONDITIONING POLICIES 
 
 

It is imperative to the success of our athletic programs that we increase the 
exposure of our student athletes in Pasadena ISD to various sports opportunities 
in our school district.  Our coaches will work all camps where there is an interest 
in an activity.  A student may attend any camp in any area. 
 

 All camps must have the approval of the District Athletic Director/Board 

of Trustees.  Paperwork must be approved by May 1st.    
 

 Camps are to be operated by employees of Pasadena ISD only. 

 

 All monies will be receipted and deposited into school activity account. 

 

 Maximum pay:  $ 28.00 per hour 

                Minimum pay:  None 
 

 Every camp flyer must have the following statement on the cover page,  

“Pasadena Independent School District does not carry insurance for 

Summer fitness/recreation programs.  Parents will be responsible for 

any medical expenses incurred.” 

 

 CAMPS MUST BE CONCLUDED BY THE 2ND MONDAY OF AUGUST 

PER UIL RULES 

 

 Per UIL Rules: 

 

1. SUMMER STRENGTH/CONDITIONING PROGRAMS.  Summer 

strength and conditioning programs may be conducted by school 

coaches for students in grades 7-12 from that coach’s attendance zone 

only under the following conditions. 

2. Sessions my be conducted by school coaches only on Monday through 

Thursday FOR SIX WEEKS DURING summer vacation UNTIL THE 

SECOND MONDAY IN AUGUST and shall be no more than two 

consecutive hours per day. 

3. No sport specific camp can last longer than a 6 consecutive day 

period. 
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PASADENA ISD HEAT & OZONE POLICY 
 
The following is the policy for PISD Athletics concerning practicing in the heat.  
Guidelines determining practice status will be based on Ozone levels and the Heat 
Index, which is a calculation of how hot it feels based on temperature, humidity, and 
wind. 
 
All Pasadena I.S.D. coaches are required to be certified in CPR/First Aid/Automated 
External Defibrillators.  Our Athletic Trainers are certified instructors for the American 
Red Cross and annually certify our coaching staffs in Sport Safety according to the 
American Red Cross guidelines.  This training includes a module that deals with heat-
related illnesses and their signs/symptoms. 
 
PROCEDURE 
Weather information with regards to heat indexes will be a collection of data available at 
different weather points throughout the district and are available on the internet at 
weather.com. This web site is to be bookmarked on computers for daily reference. 
 
Ozone levels will be daily monitored through the Texas Commission of Environmental 
Quality website ( www.tceq.state.tx.us ).    
 
Normal Precautions will be made on all hot days for outdoor activities. 
   1.  Unlimited water available at all times 
   2.  Ice towels available 
FOOTBALL 

HEAT INDEX 105  - 109 
    

ALL LEVELS - Practice to break ratio 45/10. Break will be in 
Conditioning with pads off 
 

110  - 119  INTERMEDIATE- no workout outside 
FRESHMAN/JV/V- Shorts, shimmel, and helmet. Practice to break 
ratio 45/10. Conditioning inside. 
 

120 AND ABOVE ALL LEVELS- NO WORKOUT OUTSIDE 
 
ALL OTHER OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES: 
HEAT INDEX 
105   Stay on campus 
110   Inside workout only 
 
REMINDER:  HEAT ILLNESS CAN OCCUR IN TEMPERATURES MUCH LOWER 
THAN THESE GUIDELINES.  PLEASE REMEMBER THE WARNING SIGNS, 
SYMPTOMS AND WHAT TO DO IF THOSE ARE PRESENT.  YOUNGER, NON-
CONDITIONED AND OVER-WEIGHT STUDENTS ARE MORE PRONE TO THIS 
ILLNESS. 
 
More information  can  be  obtained  @  www.weather.com . 
 
 

http://www.tceq.state.tx.us/
http://www.weather.com/
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PISD Athletic Cold Weather Policy 
 
Introduction: 

Cold exposure can be uncomfortable, impair performance and even become life 
threatening. Conditions created by cold exposure include frostbite and hypothermia. 
Wind chill can make activity uncomfortable and can impair performance when muscle 
temperature declines. Frostbite is the freezing of superficial tissues, usually of the face, 
ears, fingers, and toes. Hypothermia, a significant drop in body temperature, occurs 
with rapid cooling, exhaustion and energy depletion.  The resulting failure of the 
temperature regulating mechanisms constitutes a medical emergency. 
Hypothermia frequently occurs at temperatures above freezing. A wet and windy 30‐50 
degree exposure may be as serious as a subzero exposure. For the reason Pasadena ISD 
is developing a cold policy using the wind chill factor, not the ambient temperature. 
Wind speed interacts with ambient temperature to significantly increase body cooling. 
When the body and clothing are wet (whether from sweat, rain, snow, or immersion), 
the cooling is even more pronounced due to evaporation of the water held close to the 
skin by the wet clothing. 
Clothing is one of the most important parts of keeping the athlete’s body warm.  
Athletes should dress in layers and try to stay dry. Layers can be added or removed 
depending on temperature, activity and wind chill. Athletes should layer themselves 
with wicking fabric next to the body, followed by lightweight pile or wool layers for 
warmth. Athletes should use a wind block garment to avoid wind chill during workouts. 
Heat loss from the head and neck may be as much as 50% of total heat loss; therefore 
the head and neck should be covered during cold conditions. Other extremities should 
be covered at all times to protect from the wind chill. 
 
Cold Exposure: 

• Breathing of cold air can trigger asthma attack (bronchospasm) 

• Coughing, chest tightness, burning sensation in throat and nasal passage 

• Reduction of strength, power, endurance, and aerobic activity 

• Core body temperature reduction, causing reduction of motor output 

 
Cold Recognition: 

• Shivering, a means for the body to generate heat 

• Excessive shivering contributes to fatigue, loss of motor skills 

• Numbness and pain in fingers, toes, ears, and exposed facial tissue 

• Drop in core temperature; athlete exhibits sluggishness, slowed speech, disoriented 

 
Chain of Command: 

The following chain of command will occur: 
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Notification of temperature 

• Coaches will obtain weather report from www.weather.com using the 77502 zip code. 

• The weather report will be taken at 6:30 am for morning workouts, and 2:00 pm for 

afternoon workouts. 

• The wind chill of the day will determine which protocol will be followed. 

 

Athletic Cold Policy: PRACTICE 
 
Wind Chill Factor 32 Degree or Below (W/Precipitation): 

• All activities will be inside 

• No outside exposure 

 
Wind Chill Factor Under 32 degrees (Dry): 

• 45 minutes exposure/ 15 minutes inside 

• Athletes must be in warm‐ups with extremities covered 

 
Wind Chill Factor of 25 degrees: 

• No outside activity 

• All work must be inside 

 

Cold Policy—GAMES 

• Games to be postponed due to cold weather will be determined on a case by case 

basis by the Director of Athletics. Postponed games to be re‐scheduled per UIL rules on 
first available date by the Head Coach of that sport as well as the Director of Athletics.  
 
School Day Cancellation— full day 

• No travel or practice unless approved by the Director of Athletics or the Principal 

 
School Day Early Dismissal—deteriorating weather conditions 

• Practice must be approved by the Director of Athletics or the Principal. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

http://www.weather.com/
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Lightning Safety Guidelines for Pasadena ISD 

The first preventative measure to mitigate the lightning hazard is for the coaching/athletic 

training staff to check the weather report each day before practice or event. The second 

preventative measure is to know the location of the closest shelter to the athletic site and 

how long it takes to reach that shelter. A shelter is defined as any sturdy building that has 

metal plumbing or wiring, or both, to electrically ground the structure, (i.e. not a shed or 

a shack). In the absence of a sturdy building as described above, any vehicle with a hard 

metal roof, i.e. not a convertible or a golf cart, with the windows rolled up. The third 

preventative measure is to know how close lightning is occurring. The most convenient 

way to estimate how far away lightning activity is the "flash-to-bang" method. Simply 

stated, count the seconds between seeing the lightning "flash" and hearing the clap of 

thunder "bang". Divide this number by five to determine how far away (in miles) 

lightning is occurring.  

1. If the "flash-to-bang" interval is decreasing rapidly, and the storm is approaching 

your location, or if the "flash-to-bang" count approaches thirty seconds (6 miles), 

all outdoor activities must cease. All persons must immediately leave the athletic 

site and seek safe shelter. The locker room shower and plumbing facilities do not 

provide safe shelter and should not be used during this time.  

2. Locate shelter as quickly as possible.  

3. Stay away from tall or individual trees, lone objects (i.e., light or flag poles), 

metal objects (i.e., metal fences or bleachers), standing pools of water, and open 

fields. Avoid being the tallest object on a field. Do not take shelter under a single 

tree.  

4. If there is no safe shelter within reasonable distance, crouch in a thick grove of 

small trees surrounded by taller trees or in a dry ditch. Crouching with only your 

feet touching the ground and keeping your feet close together, wrap your arms 

around your knees and lower your head to minimize your body surface area. Do 

not lie flat!  

5. If you feel your hair stand on end or your skin tingle or hear crackling noises, 

immediately crouch to minimize your body surface area.  

6. Allow 30 minutes to pass after the last sound of thunder or flash of lightning 

before resuming any interscholastic athletic activity.  

7. Do not use the telephone unless there is an emergency.  

8. Lightning strike victims do not carry an electrical charge. CPR is safe for the 

responder and has been shown to be effective in reviving lightning strike victims.  

9. Pay much more attention to the lightning threat than to the rain. It need not be 

raining for lightning to strike; lightning can strike far from the rain shaft.  

The decision to remove a team or individuals from an athletic site in the event of 

dangerous and imminent lightning activity is up to the coach supervising the activity. The 

safety of any team or student-athlete ultimately rests with that coach. Whenever possible, 

the full time certified athletic training staff will advise the coach supervising the activity 

as to the danger and proximity of the lightning threat. However, the responsibility still 

remains with supervising coaches to remove their teams or individuals from a field or 

event site.  
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POSTPONEMENTS OR CANCELLATIONS OF 

ATHLETIC EVENTS  

 
The district executive committee may permit district varsity games or 

matches postponed by weather or public disaster (not including illness) to be 

played as an exception to the two contests per week rule, provided that they 

are rescheduled and played within seven (7) days of the next non-school day 

after the cancellation.  Junior varsity, sophomore, freshmen and intermediate 

school teams may not play postponed games/matches as an exception (TEA 

and UIL rule). 

 

If a game is canceled, it is the head coach’s responsibility to notify the 

opposing coach, the athletic director, principals, officials, security, 

workers, and transportation of the cancellation and arrangements for 

rescheduling. 

 

UIL policy states that a contest will be played on the next playable date.  

Example:  If the Tuesday game is canceled, it shall be played on Wednesday 

first, then Thursday if unplayable on Wednesday, or then Saturday if a Friday 

contest has been scheduled.  The Friday contest will be played Saturday 

unless the Tuesday contest is Saturday for varsity only.  The next date would 

be Monday of the next week. 

 

*Please keep in mind that the slightest deviation of 

the schedule requires notification to transportation, 

game officials, ticket sellers, security, coaches, 

players, parents, principals and campus coordinators. 
 

 


